
What happens when you take a 

true American Supercar, tear out 

its driveline, add a supercharger and

double its power? You create 

an 800kW monster – that’s what!

Mark McKay took delivery of his brand new RT/10 Dodge Viper back in
2003. After pedalling a Ferrari for some time before this, the Viper took

a bit of getting used to. In standard form it was not as nimble as the delicately
balanced son of Enzo but what the Viper lacked in handling finesse it more
than made up for in sheer torque and brute acceleration. In standard form
the Viper produced 336kW of power and a massive 664 Nm of torque
(slightly more than a Kenworth for all intents and purposes). All 488 cubic
inches (8-litres) of V10 urge was enough to propel the 1572kg serpent with
enormous G-force, especially with its big factory rubber. But that was not
enough for Mr McKay. Mark is a die-hard revhead, he cut his teeth on red
hot smallblock-powered Toranas and he knows the satisfaction of
customising a car to personalise it and make it unique (even if it is only one
of twenty in the country).

Mark started doing his homework on the internet; he searched far and wide
to uncover the types of modifications being carried out and the power levels
being achieved by Viper specialists on the other side of the pond. It soon
became apparent that almost any imaginable performance part was
available for the Viper from engines to drivelines and even superchargers.
So, Mark let his fingers do the typing and pretty soon big boxes of goodies
began arriving at his doorstep. The parts list was comprehensive because
Mark had vowed to push the envelope with this car. He wanted to make it
the complete package with everything from brutal acceleration to retina-
separating braking.



One of the largest items to arrive was a complete stroker engine, designed
to be force fed by a giant Paxton Novi 2000 centrifugal supercharger.
The Generation 2 Viper has cast pistons which limited the engine’s
propensity for boost and that led to the new 505 cubic inch stroker engine
being ordered. Of course, now that the parts had arrived, Mark began to
make some enquiries about having the engine and supercharger fitted and
tuned here in WA. The car soon arrived at WA’s home of supercharging,
Mark’s Workshop in York. Mark Else has built a solid reputation for attention
to detail and thoroughness which was cemented with the Viper build.

From the outset it was apparent that this was no straight-forward bolt-on kit.
With the anticipated power levels and the sheer physical size of the engine it
required custom fuel, air and exhaust systems to realise its potential. Mark
began by slotting in the huge 505 engine after removing its stock 488 cousin.



When the blower was mounted up front, it was then time to turn all attention
to the intercooler situation. Ultimately, Mark from MWS, designed a custom
water-to-air intercooler to fit the front of the car and had PWR build it to suit.
The end result utilises three Davies Craig pumps to circulate coolant from the
15-litre reservoir through the heat exchanger and intercooler core.
This intercooler flows enough air to supply 1400hp and dramatically reduced
intake temperatures. To take advantage of the factory NACA duct in the
centre of the bonnet, Mark fabricated a custom stainless steel air intake, with
stainless mesh, that directs the oncoming air straight into the supercharger.
With intake temperatures under control it was time to consider fuel delivery.
Naturally, 500 cubic inches of boosted motor wants to suck an incredible
amount of fuel, so Mark mounted a swirl pot in the boot with twin Bosch 044
fuel pumps along side. These pumps supply fuel to billet rails and ten 
65 lb fuel injectors. Any unused fuel (yeah right!) returns to the tank past an
Aerolite regulator and through a 3/8-inch return line.

An AEM plug and play computer was installed to allow full tuning of the engine
both on and off boost; the computer required no re-wiring and simply plugged
into place. After a careful run-in procedure, the car was gradually brought up
on boost and it was soon discovered that the low-compression pistons supplied
from the US were not allowing a complete burn in the combustion chambers.
The eventual upshot of this was a brand new set of JE flat top pistons which
lifted static compression from 9:1 to 10:1 and solved the burn issue. After
being fully tuned the Viper produced an astonishing 820hp at the tyres on
premium unleaded fuel – Mark is still calculating the massive torque figure!

The T56 six-speed gearbox is the only standard part left in the drivetrain.
Dodge beefed up these transmissions from the factory to handle the torque
of the Viper and it seems to be holding up OK so far. Mark has ditched the
standard gear lever in favour of a billet Mopar short-shifter for quicker and
more positive cog swaps. The gearbox is fronted by a Fidanza aluminium
flywheel (with replaceable friction surfaces) and a six-puck racing clutch.
Back at the traction end, a pair of 1400hp Unitrax half shafts were fitted to
ensure reliability. A complete diff was also brought in from the US and
features cryogenically treated 4.55 diff gears and a tightly shimmed LSD.
The car came standard with 3.07 gears so the difference in acceleration
(even without the extra 500kW) was, well, marked!

Now Vipers run a bit on the warm side from factory but when the power levels
are raised so dramatically, the result is even more heat. Despite the custom,
triple-bypass, four-row radiator the temperature was still getting a little bit
carried away so the answer was to remove the standard oil cooler from in

front of the radiator and fit a custom made PWR oil cooler. In thirteen years
of producing Perth Street Car Magazine we have never seen an oil cooler
this large. It sits horizontally under the rear of the car and is almost 900mm
long. Many engines rely heavily on oil cooling because the engine oil is right
at the coal face of any hard working engine. It regularly splashes on the
undersides of the pistons as well as passing through the reciprocating
assembly. Cool oil is very effective at reducing these internal temperatures.
This PWR constructed cooler has its own thermo fans too.

Vipers have a very distinctive exhaust note thanks to their V10 configuration.
Mark imported a set of Mopar racing stainless steel headers for the engine
which lead into a full 3-inch exhaust system incorporating three custom
made mufflers built here in WA. Mark’s Workshop fabricated the trick rear
muffler in an attempt to tame the wild cries of the engine at full song.

That brings us to the rolling stock on this Stateside exotic. The standard 
18-inch wheels were put in storage when the stunning 19s arrived from
Complete Custom Wheels in Florida. Those massive rear boots measure
19x13 inches and are wrapped in 355/25 Pirelli P Zero Rosso tyres (only
available in the USA). Up front the 19s are 10-inches wide and wear 
275/30 Pirellis. If you thought the wheels were big then take a closer look at
the brakes. The front rotors are from Stoptech and measure 355mm across
and 32mm thick; they are made from 7075-T6 heat treated aluminium.
Out back, the rotors measure 328mm across and 28mm thick. Stoptech 
ST-40 four-piston callipers are used front and rear with Axxis ultimate pads.
These brakes have proven themselves time and again, on and around the
track, and haul the monster down with ease.

So, how does an 800kW Viper go?  Bloody hard!  The car melts the tyres
through first, second and third gear – despite their huge width and the
obliging suspension. Overtaking at most speeds normally results in two
huge black marks and a fair bit of opposite lock – such is the nature of an
800kW street car. In Mark’s opinion, the Viper is much more like a Ferrari
now, its handling is more precise and the engine revs insanely fast. He was
surprised at the track by just how much traction the car gained once some
heat was put into the tyres. Even under hard acceleration out of tight
corners, the Viper was reluctant to turn the tyres and merely responded with
phenomenal torque and relentless acceleration. Mark is keen to put the car
down the drag strip as soon as the weather improves. Traction could be an
issue with street tyres at the Motorplex but the terminal speed should be
spectacular. Australia is home to the world’s most dangerous reptiles but this
red Viper is now officially the most lethal snake down under. psc



Mark McKay
2003 Dodge Viper RT/10

Engine: 505 CID V10 Stroker. Torque plate honed and line bored
with full ARP stud kit.

Cylinder Heads: CNCtm ported Stage 3. New bronze guides, 
re-shaped combustion chambers.

Valves: JM stainless Steel 2.040 Intake/1.60 Exhaust with titanium
collets and retainers.

Valve Springs: Competition Cams.

Camshaft: Blower Race profile – mechanical roller.

Rocker Gear: T&D Le Mans Series shaft-mounted with custom
chrome-moly pushrods.

Injectors: 65-lbs/hr.

Pistons: JE custom flat top – 10:1 compression.

Rods: Carillo H-beam.

Supercharger: Paxton Novi 2000 with custom Gates Poly-chain drive
system.

Intercooler: 1400 hp MWS designed/PWR constructed.

Fuel System: Twin Bosch 044 pumps with swirl pot.

Exhaust System: Mopar Performance stainless headers into custom 
3-inch twin system with 3 mufflers.

Wheels: Complete Custom Wheels 19x10 and 19x13 billet.

Tyres: Pirelli P Zero Rosso – 275/30 and 355/25.

Brakes: 355x32mm front rotors/328x28mm rear rotors with Stoptech
4-piston callipers front and rear.

Diff: Cryogenically treated 4.55:1 LSD.

Performance: 820 rear wheel horsepower at 11-psi boost.

wazzinit?


